To promote her Imagination Library program, Dolly (or at least her cut-out is) is visiting libraries around Kansas and we are one of the lucky ones. Stop in to learn more about the program, enroll a child under 5, or tell us about your favorite Imagination Library book if you're already enrolled. Make sure to get your photo with Dolly, too!

Every year, Kansas libraries play the ultimate March Madness numbers game, reporting stats to the State Library like they're going for the high score. It turns out that we've got some serious bragging rights! Our library's services saved our savvy residents a whopping $1,948,043.50. Yep, you read that right! Folks who checked out from our shelves saw $1,116,906.00 in savings alone. Thanks to the $345,295.04 in library taxes, it's like we're running a savings club! And hold onto your hats, Lansing, because our library's services had you seeing a jaw-dropping 464% return on investment in 2023! Who knew your public library could be this rewarding?

A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

MONTHLY CIRCULATION: PHYSICAL & DIGITAL CHECKOUTS

A SNAPSHOT OF LIBRARY USAGE FOR FEBRUARY 2024

IN 2024...

3189 PEOPLE have visited the library

6690 ITEMS borrowed, digital and physical

276 PATRONS used our self-checkout kiosk to borrow 620 items.

2850 SESSIONS logged for wi-fi and public computer usage.

362 KIDS received take-home craft kits, sponsored by the Friends of the Library